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Abstract
Objective: Focal slow waves in the delta and theta frequency range frequently appear in psychopathological conditions. Due to their focal
nature they can be localized by dipole modeling. We previously reported regional clustering of slow waves in temporal and parietal cortex of
schizophrenic patients whereas such activity is largely absent in normals. Here we examine, to what extent distribution of slow wave
generators differentiates schizophrenic from depressive syndromes.
Methods: The regional densities of generators of focal slow waves were determined during resting conditions in patients with DSM-IV
diagnoses of schizophrenia (N ¼ 25) and depression (N ¼ 27) and in 18 healthy controls.
Results: Schizophrenic patients demonstrated accentuated temporal and parietal delta and theta dipole clustering, when compared to both
the control and the depressive sample. In contrast, depressive patients had reduced frontal and prefrontal delta and theta dipole density
relative to both schizophrenics and controls. This pattern was not related to age. Men generally displayed somewhat higher slow wave
activity than women. For the areas of most pronounced slow wave deviances activity within each group was related to symptom scores:
higher left-temporal slow wave activity was associated with hallucinations in schizophrenics, suppression of left-prefrontal slow wave
activity correlated with depression scores.
Conclusions: Results suggest that slow wave distribution may assist in differentially diagnosing psychopathological conditions.
q 2003 International Federation of Clinical Neurophysiology. Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Large amplitude and low frequency activity in the
electroencephalogram (EEG), e.g. in the delta or theta
frequency range, have mainly attracted neurologists’
interest. If prominent during the waking state, slow waves
generated in a circumscribed brain region often appear in
the vicinity of a structural lesion like cerebral infarct,
contusion, local infection, tumor, epileptic foci or subdural
hematoma (Tanaka et al., 1998; De Jongh et al., 2001, 2002;
Vieth et al., 1996, 1998, 2000; Möller et al., 2002; Gallen
et al., 1992, 1993; Fernandez-Bouzas et al., 1999). Being
explained by metabolic or blood flow changes consequent
upon the structural lesion, focal slow waves have been
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attributed to pathological or ‘dysfunctional’ neural tissue
(Niedermeyer and Lopes da Silva, 1987; Lewine and
Orrison, 1995). Similar to the interpretation of slow
oscillatory rhythms during sleep stages as deafferentation
of the cortex due to thalamic hyperpolarisation (Steriade,
1997), abnormal focal slow wave activity in the waking
state might indicate functional deafferentation in the sense
of reduced information processing and impaired neuronal
network communication in affected brain regions (Gloor
et al., 1977; Amzica and Steriade, 1997).
The well-established neurological view of focal slow
waves as indicative for dysfunctional brain regions
suggested to explore this measure also to uncover deficits
in brain functioning in various psychopathological conditions. Indeed, augmented activity in lower EEG-frequency
bands had been reported, for instance, for schizophrenia
patients (Elbert et al., 1992; Clementz et al., 1994;
Sponheim et al., 2000; Winterer and Herrmann, 1995;
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Harris et al., 1999, 2001; Koshino et al., 1993), dementia
(Buchan et al., 1997, Dierks et al., 2000; Berendse et al.,
2000; Franciotti et al., 2002), and even posttraumatic stress
disorder (PTSD; Teicher et al., 2002; Begic et al., 2001).
This was complemented by mapping slow wave
generators in the magnetoencephalogram (MEG), which in
schizophrenic patients disclosed a clustering in temporal
and parietal regions (association cortices) (Canive et al.,
1998; Fehr et al., 2003; Sperling et al., 2002) and in anterior
areas (Pascual-Marquis et al., 1999).
In depression, EEG-delta/theta augmentation (Knott and
Lapierre, 1987; Llinas et al., 1999; Volf and Passynkova,
2002; Nystrom et al., 1986), reduction (Brenner et al., 1986;
Knott et al., 2000), and no change from controls (Visser
et al., 1985; Pollock and Schneider, 1990) have been
reported. Differences between studies may have resulted
from age differences, given that higher age may vary with
increased risk for cognitive impairment or dementia.
Dahabra et al. (1998) found a correlation of (enhanced)
slow wave activity and cognitive impairment in (older)
depressive patients irrespectively of duration of illness,
structural abnormalities and clinical remission. Pozzi et al.
(1995) controlled for the influence of age and dementia by
comparing depressive patients with and without dementia;
they found an increase of posterior delta and theta activity
(relative to controls) in demented depressives but a
reduction in non-demented depressives. Moreover,
increased slow wave activity—mainly in prefrontal sites—
was reported after treatment with ECT (Heikman et al.,
2001; Sperling et al., 2000; Sackeim et al., 1996; Luber
et al., 2000) or medication (Landolt and Gillin, 2002; Schulz
et al., 2000)1.
Additional support for the functional significance of slow
wave activity was derived from relationships with symptomatology. Already in 1979, Stevens et al. observed
characteristic EEG spectra in schizophrenic patients during
periods of hallucinations. More recently, Lewine et al.
(2002) found enhanced left-temporal MEG-theta activity in
schizophrenic patients with hallucinatory symptoms, and
Sperling et al. (2002) reported a positive correlation
between focal magnetic delta concentration and positive
symptoms. Symptom improvement with neuroleptic treatment changed slow wave activity in schizophrenia (Saletu
et al., 1994; Begic et al., 2000).
Evidence from imaging studies indicating structural and
functional abnormalities in temporal and frontal, lefthemispheric regions in schizophrenic patients (Bogerts,
1997; Shenton et al., 2001; Jones, 1997), as well as of the
finding of a relationship between reduced hippocampus
volume and increased theta activity in PTSD (Begic et al.,
1
As the present study concentrates on slow wave activity, the extended
literature on deviant hemispheric asymmetry in affective disorders, which
was established mainly for EEG alpha activity (Henriques and Davidson,
1991; Knott et al., 2001; Allen et al., 1993; Debener et al., 2000; Nystrom
et al., 1986), but also from metabolic findings (Baxter et al., 1989; Bench
et al., 1992), will not be considered.
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2001; Teicher et al., 2002) further strengthens the
hypothesis that excessive focal slow wave activity is
associated with focal dysfunction.
Any focally generated source can well be modeled by
means of an equivalent current dipole (ECD). In fact, the
quality with which the ECD model fits to a particular
magnetic source configuration can be used as a filter to
extract focally generated slow waves from more widely
distributed sources (Elbert, 1998). This is the case for MEG
activity, as the MEG is largely blind for radial sources that
typically result when large cortical areas spanning across
gyri and sulci become active.
The present study aimed at further exploring the
significance of focal slow wave activity by comparing
groups of patients with diagnoses of schizophrenia and of
affective disorders to normal controls. It was also explored
whether a diagnosis-specific topographical pattern of slow
wave activity might be related to measures of diagnosisspecific symptoms. The data reported here result from a
larger project on the diagnostic usefulness of focal slow
wave mapping. Data of the schizophrenic sample have been
reported in part by Fehr et al. (2003). As there were no
differences between the original 16 and the presently added
13 schizophrenic patients in the outcome measures, they
were pooled in the present analysis.

2. Subjects and methods
2.1. Subjects
Twenty-nine inpatients (12 females, 31.6 ^ 8.9 years)
with the DSM-IV diagnosis of a schizophrenic disorder (18
paranoid-hallucinatory, 11 disorganized type) and 29
inpatients (19 females, 45.1 ^ 9.4 years) with the DSMIV diagnosis of affective disorder (14 patients with major
depressive episode, 8 patients with recurrent episodes, 6
patients with mood disorders related to PTSD, one patient
with bipolar affective disorder currently fulfilling criteria
for a major depressive episode) were investigated. Results
were compared to those from 18 healthy subjects (two
females, 33.1 ^ 13.1 years). Regular drug tests ascertained
that patients did not use recreational drugs other than
nicotine during their inpatient treatment. In line with
frequent psychiatric observation, diagnostic interviews
upon admission verified that most of the schizophrenic
patients had used cannabis or alcohol occasionally or
frequently, whereas the abuse of heroin or cocaine was
reported only by 3 patients; in the depressive sample,
occasional or regular alcohol use was reported by more
than half of the patients. Control subjects did not report any
history of psychiatric illness or drug abuse and were not
under current medication.
In all subjects, handedness was assessed by a modified
version of the Edinburgh Handedness Questionnaire (Oldfield, 1971), asking subjects to demonstrate hand use on
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various actions (like using a broom, brushing teeth, writing,
etc.). Five schizophrenic and two depressives patients
proved to be left-handed, while all controls were determined
as right-handed according to the test. As effects of
handedness on hemispheric asymmetry of responses may
be expected, all left handers were excluded from data
analyses. Analyses reported below include 24 right-handed
schizophrenic (12 females, 31.8 ^ 9.2 years) and 27
depressive (18 females, 45.9 ^ 9.1 years) patients.
Diagnoses were given by the psychiatrist or psychologist
in charge on the basis of DSM-IV criteria (German version
of the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM; Wittchen
et al., 1997, or Present State Examination, PSE, Wing,
1982). On the day of testing, both therapist and patient had
confirmed that the status of the patient had improved
sufficiently to allow participation in the MEG recording
session. When estimated by their inpatient status, none of
the patients was in a remitted state; when estimated by
psychopathology rating scales (Beck depression inventory,
BDI, or positive and negative symptom scale, PANSS, Kay
et al., 1987), improvement was indicated for 5 depressive
patients (BDI below 18) and 10 of the schizophrenic
patients (average PANSS-P and PANSS-N score below 17).
In each of the 24 schizophrenic patients, the psychopathological status was assessed on the day of the
experimental investigation by the psychologist/psychiatrist
in charge by means of the PANSS (average scores PANSSP: 16.7 ^ 4.9, range 10 –26; PANSS-N: 20.5 ^ 6.7, range
9 –33; PANSS-G: 37.8 ^ 12.0, range 25– 87). Eighteen
patients were under neuroleptic medication at the time of the
assessment (11 receiving typical, 6 atypical neuroleptic
drugs); the average daily dosage being 129.7 ^ 162.4 mg
Chlorpromazine equivalents. In the 27 patients with
affective disorders, the severity of depressive symptoms
was established with the BDI (mean 22.3 ^ 14.1, range
1 –57) on the day of the experiment. Twenty-one patients
were under current medication receiving tricyclic antidepressant (N ¼ 3), selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors
(N ¼ 11), neuroleptics (N ¼ 3), or other new atypical
antidepressants (like Selective Noradrenaline Reuptake
Inhibitors, N ¼ 2).
Prior to the experimental session all subjects were
familiarized with the recording environment, informed
about the procedure and gave written consent to participate
in the experiment. Participants were paid the equivalent of
about US$10.
2.2. Data collection
Using a 148-channel whole-head neuromagnetometer
(MAGNESe 2500 WH, 4D Neuroimaging, San Diego,
USA) the MEG was measured during a 5 min resting period.
Subjects were asked to relax but stay awake and not to
engage in any specific mental activity. MEG recordings
were obtained in a supine position. Subjects were asked to
fixate a colored mark on the ceiling of the magnetically

shielded room throughout the recording in order to avoid
eye- and head-movement. A video camera installed inside
the magnetically shielded room allowed monitoring the
subject’s behavior and compliance at any time throughout
the experiment.
The patients index points and head shape were digitized
with a Polhemus 3 Spacew Fasttrack prior to each
measurement. The subject’s head position relative to the
pickup coils of the sensor was estimated before and after
each measurement. MEG was recorded with a sampling rate
of 678.17 Hz, using a real band-pass filter of 0.1 – 200 Hz.
For artifact control, eye-movements (EOG) were recorded
from 4 electrodes attached to the left and right outer canthus
and above and below the right eye; the electrocardiogram
(ECG) was monitored via electrodes attached to the right
collarbone and the lowest left rib using a Synamps amplifier
(NEUROSCANw).
2.3. Data reduction and analysis
Data were decimated by a factor of 16 (antialias filters
were applied automatically in the same processing step) and
digitally filtered separately for delta (1.5 –4.0 Hz) and theta
(4.0 –8.0 Hz) frequency bands using a digital band-pass
filter (Butterworth filter). Artifact-free time segments were
determined by visual inspection. Single ECDs were fitted
for each time point in the selected artifact-free segments.
Five standard non-overlapping channel groups (left, right,
center, anterior, posterior) were chosen for dipole modeling.
A homogeneous sphere, which fits best in a least square
sense the digitized patient’s headshape below the selected
sensors, served as a model for the volume conductor.
Only dipole fit solutions at timePpoints with a root mean
p
square 100 fT , (RMS ¼ ( (l/n (xi)2))) , 300 fT and
with a goodness of fit (GOF) greater than 0.90 were
accepted for further analysis. These restrictions should
ensure that neither artifacts nor small amplitude biological
noise would affect the results, and that only dipolar fields
that were generated by focal sources were analyzed. Since
artifact-free epochs varied in length, the percentage of
dipoles per second in a particular area was submitted to the
statistical analyses.
Since individual anatomical information was not available, the source space was divided into 10 subvolumes,
which correspond to left- and right-prefrontal, frontal,
temporal, parietal and occipital cortices of a standard brain.
The dipole densities show a log normal distribution and
were consequently transformed to a normal distribution
before scores were entered into further statistical analysis.
Differences in the pattern of dipole densities between
conditions and groups were evaluated separately for the
delta and theta frequency band by analyses of variance with
the between-subjects factor GROUP and the within-subjects
factors AREA (comparing prefrontal, frontal, temporal, and
occipital dipole densities), and HEMISPHERE (comparing
the left- and right-hemispheric areas).
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As consistent with the clinical reality, age and gender
differed between groups (see above), possible effects of
these variables on the distribution of delta dipole density
were evaluated by means of an analysis of covariance with
age as covariate, and separate ANOVAs with male and
female subjects. For interactions with degrees of freedom
larger than 1, the df were corrected using the Greenhouse –
Geisser procedure to account for possible violations of the
sphericity assumption. Interactions were verified by posthoc
Scheffé or t tests. Exploratory analyses examined a possible
relationship between psychopathology and slow wave
activity. As strong correlations between levels of measurement as different as symptom scores and slow wave
generators seem unlikely, correlations were confined to
the area of particularly prominent delta dipole concentration
and prominent symptom scores of each group (depression
measured by the BDI, hallucination and paranoia scores of
the PANSS-P). The Holm correction factor was applied to
account for multiple testing (Holm, 1979).

3. Results
Groups differed in the pattern of focal delta dipole
density. Schizophrenic patients exhibited significantly more
pronounced temporal and parietal slow wave activity than
the two other groups. In contrast depressive patients
produced significantly less prefrontal slow wave activity
than the two other groups (see Fig. 1; for the ANCOVA
with age as covariate GROUP £ AREA (Fð8; 256Þ ¼ 3:10,
e ¼ 0:72, p , 0:01; main effect GROUP, Fð2; 64Þ ¼ 15:56,
p , 0:001). Posthoc Seheffé tests confirmed significantly
smaller percentage of delta dipoles in depressives than in
schizophrenics in all areas ( p , 0:0001), while differences
between depressives and controls reached significance only
in prefrontal (p , 0:0001) and frontal (p , 0:02) regions.
Higher delta dipole density in schizophrenics than in
controls was verified for the temporal ( p , 0:05) and the
parietal area (p , 0:02). (Considering male subjects (12
schizophrenics, 9 depressives, 16 controls) and female
subjects (12 schizophrenics, 18 depressives, two controls)
in separate ANOVAs confirmed the GROUP effect for each
gender subsample (for men, Fð2; 36Þ ¼ 9:14, p , 0:01; for
women, Fð2; 26Þ ¼ 13:00, p , 0:01); posthoc t tests, too,
confirmed the significant group differences for male

Fig. 1. Distribution of dipole density in the delta band in schizophrenics
(a, top, N ¼ 24), depressives (b, mid, N ¼ 27) and controls (c, bottom,
N ¼ 18). Mean percentages of dipoles/s (transformed into normal
distribution) of artifact-free epochs are mapped onto schematic brain
(Montreal brain) for 10 areas (prefrontal, frontal, temporal, parietal, and
occipital in each hemisphere). Front view (top left), back view (top right),
right-hemispheric view (bottom left) and left-hemispheric view (bottom
right). Different dipole densities are illustrated by color shadings, the lowest
dipole densities being represented by blue and the highest dipole densities
by red color shadings.
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subjects ( p , 0:05), and the higher delta dipole densities in
female schizophrenic than in depressive patients
(p , 0:01).)
Effects of medication on the pattern of slow wave
activity were examined (a) by comparing subgroups
receiving different types of medication within each patient
group (tricyclic antidepressants, selective serotonine
reuptake inhibitors, neuroleptics within the depression
group, typical, atypical in the schizophrenic group), and
(b) by an ANOVA on subsamples of 18 controls, 11
depressives receiving SSRI and 11 schizophrenics receiving
typical neuroleptic. Subgroups did not differ significantly in
the patterns of slow wave activity. Posthoc t tests confirmed
similar group differences for all areas (p , 0:05).
Similar pattern was obtained for theta activity
(ANCOVA with age as covariate, GROUP £ AREA,
Fð8; 256Þ ¼ 4:22,
e ¼ 0:56,
p , 0:01;
GROUP,
Fð2; 64Þ ¼ 10:4, p , 0:001). Examining effects of medication by comparing theta dipole densities between

subsamples of 18 controls, 11 schizophrenics with typical
neuroleptics and 11 depressives with SSRI confirmed
the
group-specific
patterns
(GROUP £ AREA,
Fð8; 148Þ ¼ 2:15, p , 0:05; GROUP, Fð2; 37Þ ¼ 4:10,
p , 0:05; AREA, Fð4; 8Þ ¼ 4:42, p , 0:01). Depressives
displayed significantly reduced frontal and prefrontal theta
activity relative to the other two groups (posthoc t tests,
p , 0:01), schizophrenics significantly higher left-temporal
theta activity relative to the other two groups, p , 0:05).
Delta dipole clustering varied with diagnosis-specific
symptoms (Fig. 2). Relationships with group-specific
characteristic symptoms were evaluated for those areas of
significant deviances relative to the control group. In 21
schizophrenic patients, for whom ratings were available,
higher left-temporal delta dipole density correlated with
higher hallucinations and paranoia scores (combined) of the
PANSS-P (r ¼ 0:50, p , 0:02). For 22 depressives, for
whom ratings were available, higher self-ratings of
depressive symptoms (BDI scores) varied with less

Fig. 2. Single-subject distribution of symptom scores (abscissae) relative to dipole densities (ordinates). Top: distribution of left-temporal dipole density
relative to scores on the PANSS hallucination plus paranoia items in 21 schizophrenics. Bottom: distribution of left-prefrontal dipole density relative to BDI
depression scores in 22 depressives.
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left-prefrontal delta dipole density (r ¼ 20:66, p , 0:005)
(applying the Holm correction, the latter coefficient
remained significant2).

4. Discussion
The present study disclosed regional accentuation of
slow wave activity in different diagnostic groups. In
schizophrenic patients, the regions of more frequent
generators in the delta and theta bands correspond to areas
that are related to pathology in other paradigms and on the
basis of structural and functional measures (McCarley et al.,
1999; Shenton et al., 2001). Moreover, the presently
observed relationship of temporal delta activity and auditory
hallucinations is in line with results from imaging studies,
which found hallucinations to vary with activity in the
auditory cortices and the temporal lobes (Tiihonen et al.,
1992; Silbersweig et al., 1995). A reduction of frontal and
prefrontal slow waves found in the present depressive
sample is in line with EEG-results (Brenner et al., 1986;
Pozzi et al., 1995). They may also be discussed in the
framework of PET-results disclosing hypometabolism in the
inferior frontal lobe (Bench et al., 1992; Mayberg, 2001)
and prefrontal cortex (Baxter et al., 1989), and of fMRI
results of less activation of the left lateral prefrontal cortex
in response to affective pictorial stimuli (Davidson et al.,
2003). The potentially ‘dysfunctional’ nature of this reduced
slow wave activity relationship is supported by effects of
electroconvulsive therapy (ECT), which has been reported
to result in an increase of EEG- and MEG-delta power,
particularly in prefrontal areas and particularly with
effective symptom reduction (Rosen and Silfverskiöld,
1987; Sackeim et al., 1996; Sperling et al., 2000), and by
‘normalising’ effects of antidepressants on brain activation
(Davidson et al., 2003). The ‘dysfunctional’ nature of focal
slow wave abnormality was also suggested by the
relationship to symptomatology in the present groups.
Although the statistical significance is too limited to allow
explicit conclusions, the few and selective significant
correlation coefficients may be considered a clue to a
potential relationship between deviant information processing in distinct cortical regions—as indicated by focal slow
wave abnormality—and psychopathology—as indicated by
symptom scores. Although EEG findings of augmented slow
wave activity in neuropathology (Walter, 1936; Lewine and
Orrison, 1995) and localization of sources of neuromagnetic
2

When symptom scores were correlated with delta dipole density in all 10
areas, only two coefficients were significant, the correlation of left-temporal
delta activity and the combined PANSS hallucinations þ paranoia score in
schizophrenia, and the negative correlation of left-prefrontal delta activity
and the BDI score in depression. Although these coefficients were only
marginally significant after correcting for multiple testing, the fact that all
other coefficients were far from significant may be taken as support of
the restricted and pointed relationship between the behavioral and the
neurophysiological level.
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slow wave activity in the vicinity of ischemic tissue and
neoplasms (Vieth et al., 2000; Gallen et al., 1992, 1993)
suggest to relate abnormal slow wave activity to dysfunctional tissue, it is currently not known what distinguishes
‘normal’ slow wave activity from the one with dysfunctional significance. We proposed that focal slow wave
accentuation indicates ‘dysfunctional’ brain regions also in
psychiatric disorders. A neurobiological/neuronal level of
abnormal brain functioning, or information processing
consequent upon different etiology and prerequisite for
different neuropsychological, behavioral abnormalities or
symptoms has been integrated in models of psychopathology, for instance in schizophrenia (Andreasen, 1997;
Maynard et al., 2001). Abnormal focal slow wave activity
may represent this neurobiological level of deviant neuronal
network architecture or communication. For affective
disorders, a dysfunctional brain circuitry underlying
emotion regulation, which involves the prefrontal cortex,
amygdala, and anterior cingulate is modeled on the basis of
evidence of reduced activation in these areas (overview
Davidson et al., 2003). The specific mode of translation of
neurophysiological abnormality into focal slow wave
deviances (like functional deafferentation in schizophrenia,
reduced inhibition in depression) remains to be clarified for
the different diagnostic groups. Nevertheless, the pattern of
focal slow wave activity may be considered an indication of
abnormality on this neurobiological level of neuronal
network function and communication.
Finally, the effect of medication varied in the present
sample, recruited from a State Hospital with predominantly
chronic, medicated patients. Although diagnosis-specific
slow wave patterns were roughly similar for the original
sample and a subsample of patients with neuroleptic or
antidepressant monotherapy, the latter comparison
suggested that typical neuroleptics may attenuate lefttemporal slow wave activity (reducing differences between
groups). It is certainly preferable to substantiate this result
with larger groups per type of medication. However, effect
of medication is difficult to specify for several reasons: a
slowing of EEG frequencies has been reported as a
consequence of neuroleptic medication (Koshino et al.,
1993; Malow et al., 1994), but also of ‘normalizing’ effects
(Saletu et al., 1990, 1994; Canive et al., 1996, 1998). In
depressive patients, Saletu et al. (1980) found SSRI and
imipramine to increase slow wave activity, while Sperling
et al. (2000) did not report an increase in the dipole density
in the slow activity range in a patient group treated with
tricyclic antidepressants. ‘Normalisation’ of the reduced
activation in the left insular and anterior cingulate together
with symptom change was reported consequently upon
antidepressant treatment by Davidson et al. (2003).
Furthermore, the amount of medication varies with the
severity of the illness. It seems likely that more impaired
patients with higher symptom scores received higher doses
of medication. Finally, medication is assumed to affect
the dopaminergic and serotonergic systems, with their
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widespread cortical and subcortical innervations. It is not
well understood to what extent neuroleptic and antidepressive medication might affect the two cerebral hemispheres
differentially, and thus might influence the hemispheric
distribution of brain wave activity.
The present results call for further investigation as they
strongly suggest that the pattern of focal slow wave activity
is differentially related to psychiatric diagnoses depending
on the particular symptom profiles. Further studies might
reveal to what extent abnormal slow wave mapping,
obtained in a standardized, non-demanding setting, may
serve as an objective means to assist diagnostic purposes.
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